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BOMBAY 61 STUDIO
Bombay61 is an innovative and experimental urban solutions think tank.
It facilitates urban design and research projects with public
participation as the key idea, creates and has been deeply involved in
developing experiential architecture and design projects since 2013.
Bombay61 tries to create a social diﬀerence addressing various urban
issues, with the community and for the community with a very sensitive
and ecological approach. It conducts research and ﬁeld work to get to
the roots of the issue and then articulate a simple solution for the
beneﬁt of the people. Their team is very crucial in mobilizing the
community to strive towards the envisioned innovative solution.

TAPESTRY PROJECT
The TAPESTRY research project explores how transformation may arise
‘from below’ in response to climate change and related uncertainties.
TAPESTRY focuses on three ‘patches of transformation’ in India and
Bangladesh – vulnerable coastal areas of Mumbai, the Sundarbans and
Kutch. These are initiatives and alliances between diﬀerent actors (local
communities, NGOs, scientists and state agencies) that seek socially,
gender just and ecologically sound alternatives, based on local people’s
ideas of what transformation means. Each patch is unique; some fade,
others grow or merge to form a Tapestry. Their study explores and
studies these dynamics. The TAPESTRY project is ﬁnancially supported
by the Belmont Forum and NORFACE Joint Research Programme on
Transformations to Sustainability, which is co-funded by ESRC, RCN, JST,
ISC, and the European Commission through Horizon 2020.

MINISTRY OF MUMBAI’S MAGIC (MMM)
Ministry of Mumbai’s Magic (MMM) is a collective that represents the
creative and social power that resides within Mumbaikar youth bringing together youth, important stakeholders and decision-makers
to tackle the challenges faced by the city amid the climate crisis. Their
ambition is to ensure that, as Mumbaikars, we realize how the city’s
climate-related policies aren’t only aﬀecting the future of the city but
also
already
impacting
our
everyday
lives.
‘New Catch in Town’ is another example of how MMM pushes for
solutions that address the liveability challenges faced by some of the
most impacted communities in the face of climate crisis such as the
creek dependent Koli and other indigenous communities.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

According to IPCC Working Group II, community stakeholder
involvement is crucial to risk adaptation and vulnerability
assessments because it is the community at the frontiers of
climate change who will be most aﬀected and thus may need to
adapt (Burton et al., 2002; Renn, 2004; UNDP, 2005).
The Mumbai Climate Action Plan, announced on the 13th March 2022,
recognizes the disproportionate impact of climate change induced
hazards on the vulnerable communities like the Kolis and talks about
increasing the resilience of these communities. This action plan needs
to be made more inclusive by acknowledging the direct impact on the
sustenance and the livelihood of Koli community and other creek
dependent communities due to polluting creeks, and the solution they
have to oﬀer to address the city’s livability concerns.
The community-led project ‘New Catch in Town’, initiated by Bombay 61
Studio as a part of the TAPESTRY project in collaboration with the
Ministry of Mumbai’s Magic (MMM) and with the Koli community,
leverages traditional knowledge of the Koli community to showcase an
indigeneous, community-led low-cost innovation that has the potential
to remove upto 24,000 kg of waste from the entire creek system per
month. The concept was co-created with the Koli community through
participatory workshops and brainstorming sessions by tapping into
the skills and knowledge that they already possess. The installation uses
traditional ﬁshing nets, and targets the mouth of the creek outlets as
strategic locations to maximize garbage removal in an eﬃcient manner.
Once installed, around 5000 kg of waste can be collected from just one
outlet of a creek in one month. While the waste collection is managed
by the community, it also provides room for collaborative ecosystem
building by involving waste experts at the segregation and recycling
levels.
The project is a culmination of Bombay 61 Studio’s engagement with
the Versova Koliwada community on the issue of the restoration of
creek systems since 2016. With the support of IIT Bombay and IDS
Brighton, partners of TAPESTRY project, the net ﬁlter initiative was
brought to realization led by the Kolis of Versova. In collaboration with
the Ministry of Mumbai’s Magic, the project aims to drive youth
engagement on the critical role of the Koli community and other
indigenous groups as caretakers of the city’s coastal ecosystem and
push for inclusive climate solutions for challenges faced by the city
amid the climate crisis.
.
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SUMMARY

This report summarizes the research undertaken to understand the
uncertainties of the livelihood of the communities dependent on the
creek systems and the process of design and implementation of the
pilot project, i.e. the net ﬁlters. Some of the key ﬁndings from the pilot
implementation include: around 500 kg of waste collected from 4 net
ﬁlters installed for three days in the Kavtya Khadi (creek), Versova.
Plastic waste contributed to 79% of the total waste collected, of which
multi-layered plastic and single waste plastic form the majority. The
feasibility of this project makes it practical for replication and scale-up
at multiple creek outlets with scope for modiﬁcation as per the situated
knowledge of the local creek dependent communities at diﬀerent
locations. Scaling this innovation and installing it at multiple creek
outlets can signiﬁcantly contribute to restoration of marine life within
the creeks, better health of mangroves and the well-being of the
communities that depend on these creeks for their livelihood.
The report concludes with recommendations that focus on introducing
the goal of a clean and healthy creek as an agenda for the civic
authorities, recognition of the role of indigenous community and
re-classiﬁcation of nallahs as creeks, scaling-up and proper
implementation of the Net Filters Installation through
multi-stakeholder collaboration, and stringent laws for sewage disposal
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INTRODUCTION

Numerous studies frequently focus on the dynamics of biotic
communities and the complexity of estuarine ecology. Estuaries are
now the centre of urban civilizations and industrial clusters around the
world, which has led to a variety of anthropogenic pressures that have
an eﬀect on the estuary environmental quality.
Descendants of the earliest known inhabitants of Mumbai’s seven
islands, the indigenous communities like Kolis and Warlis are dependent
on natural resources and environmental commons of the city. These
communities have been dependent on the creek for their livelihood for
generations but are now facing the threat of climate change with
increasing pollution and urbanization, depleting mangroves and near to
extinction marine life.

Environmental degradation in Mumbai has a sense of normalcy
to it. Most casually we refer to water bodies as nallahs (drains),
something that is dumped with sewage waste, both domestic
and industrial. These were once vibrant water channels that have
been ignored over time and reduced to a thick sludge.
Generations of Kolis have seen the degeneration of what was
once a healthy environment alongside which they ﬂourished.
Today they catch more plastic in the nets than ﬁsh!
The extent to which the term “Nallahs” is used to oﬃcially refer to the
rivers and creeks in the city also reﬂects the disregard for the Kolis and
other indigenous communities and the natural water resources on
which they are dependent. The term brings images of polluted, smelly,
mosquito-infested open drains and makes people treat them as such,
while creeks are in fact part of a precious ecological ecosystem essential
for the well-being of the city and people.
Through the lens of climate change, Bombay 61 Studio has attempted
to study one of Mumbai's signiﬁcant estuary creek systems, "Malad
creek." The methodology of research combines a scientiﬁc approach
with community involvement. Understanding the issue of waste in the
creek system, the organization has initiated a solution through
community participation and led by the community as well, that can be
a key step in restoring creek ecosystems. The indigenous coastal
communities have been the caretakers of the city’s biodiversity and
coastline for centuries. Yet, their voices are sidelined when it comes to
the city's livability concerns. The project underlines the role of the
coastal communities in the conservation of the ecosystems.
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES
Creeks are a natural coastal feature that join rivers to the sea and
are crucial to both ecological processes and the movement of
materials. The four rivers of Mumbai city are the Dahisar, Mithi,
Oshiwara, and Poisar. Through the Malad, Mahim, Marve, and
Thane creeks, these rivers are further connected to the Arabian
Sea.

“The island is almost cut in two by narrow river that bisects it
at a town called Versua, which lies on the seashore and has a
little narrow harbour, deep enough to receive ships of the
greatest burden, and is secured by a small fort standing on
the north side, but the town is on the south side of the river.
It drives a small trade in dry ﬁsh, made here and transported
to inland countries and villages that want the beneﬁts of
ﬁshing. The ﬁshers here catch their ﬁsh in long nets, fastened
to stakes placed in the sea, the outward most of which are
driven in the bottom on nine fathoms water and they appear
to strangers like a wood in the sea.”
- Alexander Hamilton, British Linguist 1774
(Neeta M. Khandpekar 2013)
As natural cleansing systems that carry ﬂoodwater and ﬂush out
the city’s waste into the sea, the urban corridor of Mumbai’s
rivers and creeks have the greatest potential to create a liveable
and
climate
resilient coastal
city.
‘As per
an application
submitted
by environment

group
Vanashakti
before
the NGT in
December
The
Koli’s
(ﬁshermen
community)
among
other 2018,
indigenous
around 80-110
of plastic
waste
communities
arethousand
the originaltons
inhabitants
of the
city.isThese ﬁsher
dumped
into
and water
every
day.’reside in
folk,
known
fordrains
their energetic
andchannels
fun-loving
lifestyle,
small communities scattered along Mumbai's coastline. Today,
only 39 Koliwadas out of more than 50 have managed to survive
due to their deep connection with the land and sea, while the
remaining succumbed to the pressures of urbanization and
disappeared. Mumbai’s urban villages (Gaothans), vaguely
acknowledged under the 1948 Gaothan Act ensure cheaper cost
of living, land prices and livelihood opportunities making them
denser. This often creates an association of the slum narrative for
these Gaothans when in fact they are the indigenous
settlements.
The Kolis are an important stakeholder in the city with unique
relationships to its coastal resources (especially mangroves) and
require special legal support to protect their coastal spaces.
Presented By Bombay 61 Studio
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

CREEK SYSTEMS &
KOLIWADAS OF MUMBAI
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

The Versova Creek is one of the largest creeks of Mumbai with an
expanse of about 211 hectares, 2 rivers and 10 rivulets ﬁnding their way
to empty into the creek and more than 10 urban villages located along
the edges of the water channels. The communities have been
dependent on the creek for their livelihood for more than 600 years,
now facing livelihood concerns due to the pollution, near to extinction
marine life, depleting mangroves, climate-related uncertainties and
urban expansion. These vulnerable populations, who are the original
inhabitants of coastal Mumbai, are facing the loss of heritage and
identity because of rapid changes in their built environments. More
recently, the slum narrative has been associated with these villages
creating a loss of identity for the people residing there. The multiple
threats are fuelling concerns for the future of the younger generations
where the changing aspirations of the community may lead to the loss
of traditional knowledge and skills. Thus the issues of loss of livelihood,
contested rights over the commons, deteriorating environment and
changing aspirations of the youth are very critical for the sustenance
and well-being of these communities. Through this project, collective
action is being facilitated from below for the indigenous communities.
The project is working with the indigenous communities, Kolis (ﬁshers),
Warlis (tribals/Adivasis), Mangelas, Kathiawadi, etc., residing on the
edges of Versova Creek (Madh Koliwada, Versova Koliwada, Bhati
Koliwada and Dharavli village). They share a unique relationship with
the coastal ecosystems (especially mangroves) through generations,
embodied in local culture and aesthetics, and celebrated through
uniquely characteristic painted narratives. The project seeks to
recognise and foreground the situated knowledge of these
communities, their cultural identities, and the threats faced by climate
change and urban sprawl, through tactical urbanism.
Versova Koliwada is a thriving village with 80,000 residents that is
located along the Malad Creek. It is one of the largest indigenous
community along this creek which is directly dependent on this creek,
Archival Photos but now the ﬁsh catch is so low that they are opting for deep sea ﬁshing
Photo Credit - Sadashiv Raje, which makes it ﬁnancially unviable. Bombay 61 team worked with the
Versova Koliwada Kolis from Versova closely to ideate a solution on the growing livelihood
concerns of the community.
Restoration of the creek’s ecology has therefore become a crucial
adaptive measure for the well-being of the traditional ﬁshing
communities and for tackling liveability issues of the city.
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

Community, being associated with natural and ecological assets
in the neighbourhood, are the signiﬁcant contributor in
documentation of the natural systems. Since local people have
witnessed these changes over diﬀerent historical eras, local
intergenerational knowledge is the best source to understand
the changing natural systems.
The majority of interviews discussed how changing times are
aﬀecting creek conditions in terms of decrease in ﬁsh species
availability both in quality and quantity due to climate change &
increasing human interference (pollution, disposal of waste in
creek & reclamation of mangrove lands). The team sat with them
and understood the species of ﬁsh they used to get earlier, how
the environment has changed and so on. They even drew it out
for us, explaining how the entire ecosystem was linked to the
community. These narratives were compiled using the
participatory mapping method to create maps that identify the
decline in the biodiversity of the creek over the last 30 years
from the communities’ perspective.
When comparing the past and the present, it can be seen that
while the number of ﬁshermen has increased due to population
growth, the variety and abundance of ﬁsh has decreased due to
deteriorated ecological conditions.

Photo Credit - Bombay 61 Studio
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These maps were a part of the digital exhibition, ‘Through the
Eyes of the Kolis: A reﬂection on Mumbai’s past, present and
future’ that presented a series of archival photographs from the
1950s - 2000s which have been carefully sourced from the Koli
community by Bombay 61 Studio that trace the history of the
Koli community, Mumbai’s ﬁrst residents, starting from the 11th
century. The exhibition, organized in collaboration with MMM
and hosted by The Heritage Lab, helped relive the glory days of
the community and how they are placed today in a bid to
understand the transformation of the coastal systems of
Mumbai. The exhibition hoped to reverse the environmental
amnesia of the urban youth and strengthen their relationship
with the surroundings.
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

Creek Condition - Past (1900)
The richness of the Malad Creek has a magniﬁcent past that the
residents of the community have observed. The availability of ﬁsh,
crabs, and water quality were much better than they are now.
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

Creek Condition - Present (2022)
The quality of creek water is being impacted by population increase,
migration, and the resulting urbanisation. The number of ﬁsh species
and the ecological conditions close to the seashore have both
signiﬁcantly declined.
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

CREEK CONDITION & LIVELIHOOD DEPENDENCY
QUOTES by COMMUNITY MEMBERS
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

CREEK CONDITION & LIVELIHOOD DEPENDENCY
QUOTES by COMMUNITY MEMBERS
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES
Large patches of mangroves surround Malad Creek. Signiﬁcant
ecological value can be found in the mangrove forest that encircles
Malad Creek. An array of aquatic and terrestrial species use mangroves
as breeding and feeding grounds because they are a class of vascular
plants with distinctive morphological, physiological, and behavioural
adaptations. In the stream, a variety of livelihood occupations thrived
due to the abundance of ﬁsh and crab species. These communities have
been dependent on the creek for their livelihood for generations but
are now facing the threat of climate change with increasing pollution
and urbanization, depleting mangroves and near extinction of marine
life.
The aerial roots of mangrove forests retain sediments and stabilise the
soil in the intertidal areas by reducing erosion during storms and
ﬂoods. The roots, trunk and canopy of the mangroves can dissipate
storm surges and waves. Field observations and quantitative models
indicate that mangrove forests play a role in reducing the risk of storm
surges and coastal ﬂooding.

It was earlier enclosed by 4.0 sq. km area of mangroves which
has now shrunk to 1.6 sq. km because of city encroachments. A
large chunk of area in the creek close to Millat Nagar, where
sparse mangroves were thriving till 1996, has now been
completely lost (Vijay et al., 2005).
Photo Credit Bombay 61 Studio

Many a times ﬁshermen end up catching plastic waste in the nets.
Increased presence of plastic and other waste in water and mangroves
is hazardous for marine life. Due to the nature of the water currents,
the solid waste eventually settles on the banks of Koliwada. Mountains
of plastic trash amass on the coast during the monsoon season. As a
result, there is a decline in cross-breeding in the nearby polluted
mangroves. The extreme pollution aﬀects the local economy, allied
skilled occupations in the hamlet, and fuels ecological concerns.

Photo Credit - Bombay 61 Studio
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CREEK AND INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
INTERDEPENDENCIES & UNCERTAINTIES

MANGROVE DEPLETION MAP
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK

With an increasing population and changing lifestyle the concentration
of solid waste is rapidly increasing in the creek systems. The Poisar and
Oshiwara rivers, which empty into the Malad creek and eventually end
up in the Arabian Sea, are damaged by industrial waste and municipal
solid waste, particularly plastic debris. The solid waste eventually
settles on the coastlines as a result of the nature of the water ﬂow
currents. During monsoons, the coast witnesses heaps of plastic debris
as high as 15ft.
Due to excessive pollution in the mangrove forests near the sea, the
mangroves are unable to reproduce. The result of this high pollution is
increased ﬁsh mortality in the areas which were once rich sites for
breeding. The decline in catch further aﬀects the economy, impacting
various allied skilled occupations of indigenous communities existing
across the creek.

‘As per an application submitted by environment group
Vanashakti before the NGT in December 2018, around
80,000-100,000 kg of plastic waste is dumped into drains and
water channels every day.’
Source -Fernandes, B. C. (2019, October 14). Plastic waste ﬂowing into sea
major problem. Retrieved from India Times

The settlements around the creeks is one of the contributors to creek
pollution. During low tide, the waste from the creek gets penetrated
into the sea, while during high tide the waste from the sea re-enters the
creek and mangrove system. Once the waste gets into the mangrove
system it gets settled into the mangrove harming the creek ecology. As
has been observed by long term reports (Sharma & Chandel, 2017), a
large part of this dumped solid waste ﬁnds its way into the nearby
creeks, rivers and the sea.
Mumbai generates over eleven thousand tonnes of waste every single
day! While the city has made multiple eﬀorts to segregate waste at
source (household level), ban single use plastics and treat its waste
responsibly, most of these have seen limited success. Yet, the landﬁlls
are running out of capacity, and the creeks are turning into ﬂowing
water streams with most of the untreated waste being dumped into
the creeks and the rivers.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK

Photo Credit - Bombay 61 Studio
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
Based on the inputs from the community about the creek deterioration
and its impact on livelihood, to comprehend the condition of the creeks
that make up the Malad Creek System, creeks were physically observed
for waste analysis. The map clearly shows that the northern and eastern
parts of the creek are the major contributors of waste.

Map showing Solid Waste Intensity in the Malad Creek system
(based on the observation)
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
ERANGAL CREEK
The Erangal Creek ranges in width from 273 to 11.4 metres
narrowing towards the southeast. It is 2.12 kilometres long.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
KAVTYA CREEK
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Kavtya Khadi (Oshiwara River) ranges
in width from 100 to 3 metres,
narrowing towards Southeast. It is
2.73 kilometres long.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
AMBOLI CREEK (MOGRA NALLAH)

Amboli Khadi (Mogra Nallah) ranges in width
from 100 to 7 metres, narrowing towards
southeast. It is 5.22 kilometres long.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
GOREGAON CREEK (OSHIWARA RIVER)
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The Goregaon Khadi (Oshiwara River)
ranges in width from 150 to 25
metres, narrowing towards the east. It
is 8.7 kilometres long.
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
MALVANI CREEK

The Malvani Creek ranges in width from 40 to 6 metres, narrowing
towards the northwest. It is 1.17 kilometres long.

1
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
POISAR RIVER
Poisar river ﬂows for about 7 kilometres up
to Marve creek from the Sanjay Gandhi
National Park (SGNP).
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
Maharashtra Pollution Control Board (MPCB) Report 2018 - on
Versova (Malad) Creek Condition
Note :
Turbidity -turbidity is a measure
of the amount of cloudiness or
haziness in water caused by
individual particles that are too
small to be seen without
magniﬁcation. Highly turbid
waters are those with many
scattering particles in them.
FC ( Fecal Coliform ) - The
presence of fecal coliform
bacteria in aquatic environments
indicates that the water has
been contaminated with the
fecal material of humans or
other animals.

“Versova Creek which received voluminous domestic wastewater
was also under acute environmental stress with variable dissolved
oxygen (DO) falling to zero at low tide in some instances with high
biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and nutrients. Sediments did not
indicate any serious metal contamination except for marginal
increase in Cr, Cu, Zn, Hg and Pb content. Bacterial populations were
very high both in water and sediment. Biological productivity in
terms of phytoplankton was high. The zooplankton population was
low in the area while the coastal segment exhibited relatively high
standing stock. Versova Creek sustained low macrobenthos and
meiofauna. Overall, the creek revealed deteriorated water quality,
low metal contamination in sediment, high bacterial count and
nutrients induced primary production.”

Turbidity & FC levels in Malad Creek water during Low tide & High tide
( Source of Map Data - Ritesh Vijay, P. K. (2013). Geospatial Assessment of Water Quality in Creeks & Coast of
Mumbai. International Journal of Scientiﬁc & Engineering Research, Volume 4, Issue 12 , 61-67.)
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ANALYSIS OF THE WASTE IN THE CREEK
The perception and condition of these creeks are changing drastically
due to densiﬁcation in urban areas, which has caused the generation of
a large amount of untreated waste. Few creeks and rivers, as we can
see, are in such poor condition that they are now used as nallahs. The
fact that these rich creek ecosystems are being treated as and even
oﬃcially named as nallahs carries a negative connotation when applied
to the water bodies.
Through their narratives we realised that the indigenous communities
did not refer to them as nallahs but in fact Khadi (creek). The
reclassiﬁcation of the nallahs as creeks can be a ﬁrst step for the
transformation in the way we perceive and treat these systems.

According to the MPCB’s aﬃdavit, “creeks, rivers and the sea
along Mumbai’s 437.71 sq km coastal stretch, are under threat
from continuous discharge of municipal solid waste, plastic
waste etc. directly into nallahs by the general public and slums
areas. ”
Source - TLM. (2018, July 19). Mumbai’s Creeks Receive 655 Million Litres Of
Untreated Sewage. Retrieved from THE LIVE MIRROR

Key observations about the individual creeks Malvani Creek - Dumping of waste in this creek is observed in the
stretch along the settlement, with the solid waste being comprised
primarily of disposable plastic items. Additionally, waste water and soap
water from washing clothes and utensils is stored in tubs and then
dumped in the creek.
Poisar river - Dumping of household waste into the Poisar creek is
observed , and the resulting slag has interrupted the ﬂow inside the
creek.
Goregaon Creek - The patch of creek near Lotus Residency is clogged
with waste interrupting ﬂow of water from Ankur Cooperative Society
to Oshiwara bus depot. The patch after the depot has 10-20% of waste
but the water has a layer of sludge.
Amboli Creek - The part of creek around P Tandon marg has a large
amount of visible garbage completely covering the surface of water.
Kavtya Creek - Informal settlements at the edge of the creek are a
source of domestic waste in creek.
Erangal Creek - Domestic waste can be observed entering the creek
near the mangrove patches which are close to settlements.
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COMMUNITY-LED INITIATIVE
PROCESS
Participatory Workshops and Meetings
Ideation workshop 2019, initiated under the TAPESTRY project was
carried out to understand threats to Versova traditional community. It
helped the team to begin a discourse with the local Koli community in
Versova on awareness of climate change uncertainties and adaptability.
The feeling of losing their ownership and cultural identity seems critical
due to the blurry ownership rights as well as livelihood uncertainties.
The locals were assertive that they should be able to restore their
‘zamin’, ‘dhanda’, and ‘samaj’ (land, livelihood/ business, and
community). One of the main issues brought up by community
members in this workshop was the rapidly deteriorating state of the
city's rivers and creeks, which are essential sources of subsistence and
livelihood for these communities.
Bombay 61 Studio’s team and the Koli ﬁshermen (both men and women)
came up with the concept of placing nets across one of the creek to
observe the impacts through a process of co-production. It was
discovered that a sizable volume of waste was dumped at the net
barrier within a fortnight after its installation.
This project was displayed at the Versova Seafood Festival, 2020 where
the visitors participated actively in comprehending the plan, and many
of them contributed various ideas to improve and support the project.

Photo Credit - Bombay 61 Studio

Our team implemented a participatory project of Placemaking in
Versova Koliwada in 2021 to address the issues of loss of identity among
the youth of the village. This project was executed in collaboration with
MMM with the aim of helping the village regain its lost character at
large. The project culminated into generating a mainstream narrative
around the community, the uncertainties and challenges it faces.

SUGGESTIONS FROM VISITORS OF SEAFOOD FESTIVAL:

“Nets should be installed at regular intervals in the sea to collect the waste.” - Sanyogita
“Pollution is a menace in today’s scenario. To eradicate plastic as well as solid waste we need to provoke
community-led interventions which may in turn lead to community’s consciousness towards pollution. The project
may develop community pollution ﬁghters’ group to eradicate pollution more vividly and which will give rise to a
vibrant Versova.” - Suman Dey, PhD scholar, CIFE Mumbai
“Community participation and scientiﬁc validation can further take it further.” - Sambit
“Eliminating all types of pollutants ( garbage/sewage) at surface. Actively involving all communities in the project.
Showcasing after eﬀects once cleaning operations are done to encourage more participants.” – Santosh Naik
"ज्या ठकाणी समुद्रात दू षत पाणी सोडले जाते. त्या त्या ठकाणी उदं चन केंद्रे असावीत. "

“We can try steel mesh instead of nets… they can withstand the tidal force in creek “– Sanjog Dongrikar
“Government should subsidize the schemes and come up with solution” – Bhagwan Bhanji
"नदी नाल्यात सोडण्यात येणाऱ्या घाण तसेच प्लािस्टक च्या वस्तूंमळ
ु े पयार्यावरण बदल होत आहे त. या बदलांमळ
ु े समुद्रातील मासे आ ण त्यावर
अवलंबन
ू असलेले कोळी लोक यावर होणारा प रणाम टाळण्यासाठी करण्यात येणाऱ्या उपायात्मक योजनांना पा लकेने पा ठंबा द्यायला हवा.
खाडी व त्याला मळणाऱ्या नाल्याजवळ उदं चन केंद्रे बसवण्यात यावीत."
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COMMUNITY-LED INITIATIVE
PROCESS
Design Process
To improve the design of the waste collection installation, the team had
discussions with various community members from Versova Koliwada.
The local Kolis shared a few inputs on the technicalities and the design
of the net ﬁlter that should be ideal for the creek waters through their
experience of decades. The traditional knowledge that the Kolis possess
about the water systems and ﬁshing is of extreme value for the project.
Understanding the appropriate methods and materials for waste
collection setup was aided by the local community's knowledge of the
physical characteristics of creeks. The concept was co-created with the
Koli community through participatory workshops and brainstorming
sessions by tapping into the skills and knowledge that the Kolis already
possess.

Photo Credit - Bombay 61 Studio

Conceptual Net Filter Design -Sketch by Vishnu Hegde
( Local Artisanal Fisherman )

The quantity and type of garbage in the stream were important factors
in determining the type of load that the entire installation must handle.
During discussions more concerns were expressed about the waste
removal system. Few experienced ﬁshermen explained the detailed
procedure of lifting the collected waste and also demonstrated suitable
net design for the ease of the process.
Presented By Bombay 61 Studio
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COMMUNITY-LED INITIATIVE
PROCESS
Formation of Local Committee Through multiple meetings with various community members, we
made an appeal to them to form a local committee which will overlook
the process of design and installation. Their traditional knowledge
aided in the identiﬁcation of the materials required for the installation
technique. A team of six community members (artisanal ﬁshermen) was
formed that was led by Mr. Vishnu Hegde (65 yrs) who is a very
experienced ﬁsherman from Versova Koliwada. The team contributed to
the design conceptualisation, provided their boats, and took part in the
process of installation.

Vishnu Hegde

Sunil Sutare
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Mangesh Sutare

Ganesh Mhatre

Vikas Mhatre
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NET FILTERS
DESIGN AND
INSTALLATION

NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION
Community interactions and workshops enabled the process of Design
Ideation amongst Bombay 61 Studio team and the community
members. A core team of local Kolis who were also skilled artisanal
ﬁshermen was then created. Post ideation process, a practical net ﬁlter
solution was derived to be implemented in the creek. The process
involved intense design discussions which led few members to draw
conceptual sketches, and ﬁnalize materials based on their
understanding of the context of the creek.
The ﬁnal design is inspired by Dol Nets - the local Kolis traditional
knowledge of ﬁshing in the creeks, wherein the ﬁshing nets which were
used to catch ﬁshes are now used to trap the solid waste, before it ends
up in the sea, which can be collected and further recycled. Two nets,
each 20 feet long, were ﬁxed in the marsh of the Kavtya Khadi - each set
using Galvanized Iron pipes with S.S tapering piles. To support the poles
and the nets, additional pipes of shorter length were provided towards
the end of the tapering net (as shown in the drawings below).
The in situ installation of Net Filters was planned on the basis of
traditional knowledge of creek system and its tidal variations.

Traditional Fishing net -Dol net

Source -https://www.semanticscholar.org
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

Hollow G.I.
Pipes
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Kavtya creek was selected as a pilot
location for implementing the net
ﬁlters installation. The entire
installation and waste collection
procedure was scheduled over a
period of 5 days.
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION - (MATERIAL USED)

J hooks
welded to the
G.I. poles

Iron pile heads 6
inches long and Dia
2 inches

Re-used Polypropylene nets, 20 feet long
Galvanised steel pipes 20 feet long with couplings
welded to the pipes to increase the length of pipes
as per the depth of the creek.
Presented By Bombay 61 Studio
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION - PROCESS
STEP 1

The installation process began with marking of locations where the pipe would be installed.

STEP 2

As a next step, the pipes had to be installed in the creek stratum. Total 6 pipes,
each conﬁgured with 3 pipes and 2 nets, were erected in two phases.

NET FILTER
INSTALLATION
PROCESS

STEP
STEP
3 3

Nets were tied to the pipes. Further bamboo were tied at the edges of net to keep the nets intact.
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION- PROCESS

STEP 4

Small poles were used to further secure the nets in place.

STEP 5
STEP 5

The next step is to remove the
garbage that has been collected
in the nets by pulling on the net
tip, which is ﬁxed in place with a
little pipe.
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION - PROCESS

Fixing base pipe in creek strata

Nets tied to pipes

Fixing top pipe on the base pipe with use of coupling

Waste trapped in nets

Removing waste from nets

Removing waste from nets into boats

Presented By Bombay 61 Studio
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION- QUANTIFYING WASTE

WASTE COLLECTED FROM NET FILTERS INSTALLATION IN KAVTYA CREEK, VERSOVA
DAYS OF
03 DAYS TOTAL
WASTE COLLECTION

8%

04 NETS INSTALLED

11%

42%

DAY 01 \ 4 NETS

25 JUNE 2022

94.33 KG
WASTE

TOTAL WEIGHT OF
WASTE COLLECTED
FROM 6 NETS

39%

SET 1

SET 2

SET 3

SET 4

SET-WISE WASTE COLLECTION
Presented By Bombay 61 Studio

DAY 03 \ 2 NETS

27 JUNE 2022

189 KG
WASTE

283 KG

483
KG
WEIGHT OF THE

APPROX.

COLLECTED
FROM 8 NETS
WASTE
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION - QUANTIFYING WASTE
QUANTITY OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF WASTE

5% 3% 3%
8%

32%

5%
5%

CONTRIBUTES TO ABOUT

79%

OF THE
TOTAL WASTE
COLLECTED

WHILE THE
REMAINING

40%

QUANTIFICATION
OF WASTE

PLASTIC WASTE

21%

IS OTHER KINDS
40%

MULTI LAYERED
PLASTIC
5%
RUBBER

32%
SINGLE USE
PLASTIC
5%
GLASS

8%
RECYCLABLE
WASTE

3%
ORGANIC WASTE

5%

FOAM
&
THERMOCOL
3%

TEXTILE

NATURE OF WASTE

6. Rubber Waste
3. Foam and thermocol

1. Single use plastic waste

2. Multi Layered Plastic
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4. Textile Waste

7. Glass Waste

5. Organic Waste

8. Recyclable Waste
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NET FILTER DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

QUANTIFYING WASTE
FOR THE CREEK

WASTE COLLECTED IN

3 DAYS IN 1 CREEK

483 KG

ESTIMATED WASTE COLLECTION

FOR 1 CREEK OUTLET/MONTH

4830 KG

ESTIMATED WASTE COLLECTION

FOR ENTIRE MALAD CREEK

24,150 KG
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FEASIBILITY

FEASIBILITY

The community's suggestions and the traditional ﬁsherman's active
involvement throughout the design-formation process led to the
creation of the Net Filter Installation making this truly a community-led
project.
The feasibility of this project is based on its modular nature, which
makes it practical for replication and scaling at multiple creek outlets.
Two essential installation components, nets and pipes, can be
constructed according to the creek's measurements. The same design
can be implemented in other creeks by taking into account the critical
creek locations that serve as points of entry for waste. This design has
the potential to create a long-lasting creek cleaning technique that can
be used for other creek systems as well, serving as a ﬁrst step toward
waste free ocean. This system can be modiﬁed as per the situated
knowledge of diﬀerent koliwadas at diﬀerent locations.
While the waste collection is managed by the community, it also
provides room for collaborative ecosystem building by involving waste
experts at the segregation and recycling levels. This can help to create
an alternate economy of waste recycling for the koliwadas that can
support them through the interim uncertainty of ﬁshing livelihood. The
solution can beneﬁt the community with restoration of the creek which
will in turn improve the biodiversity including the marine ecosystem,
livelihood of the ﬁshing communities and overall liveability and
well-being of the community.
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FEASIBILITY

Proposed Net Filter Installation Location
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RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS
The project highlights that the Climate action plan needs to be made
more inclusive by acknowledging the direct impact on the sustenance
and the livelihood of Koli community due to polluting creeks and the
solution they have to oﬀer to address the city’s livability concerns.
The implementation of the system demands for a multiple stakeholder
involvement for the on ground success. We recognise that this project
has addressed the issue of solid waste only and there is an urgency to
address other kinds of waste, conservation of mangroves, etc as means
to achieve holistic restoration of the Creek ecosystem.

MULTIPLE STAKEHOLDER INVOLVEMENT
NGOs, PRIVATE ACTORS
& EXPERTS

MCGM and MUMBAI
MARITIME BOARD

Project management and
implementation

Permissions and agency of
implementation

COMMUNITY AND
URBAN CITIZENS
Kolis and other indigenous
groups - champions of
innovative climate solutions
Young and engaged citizens of
the city - ampliﬁers of
innovative climate solutions

MANGROVE CELL
Involvement for the
restoration of Mangroves

ENVIRONMENT & CLIMATE
CHANGE DEPARTMENT,
GOVT. OF MAHARASHTRA
State level involvement for
environment restoration

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES
Involvement for the well-being of
ﬁshing community
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RECOMMENDATIONS

●

Goal
of
a
clean,
healthy
creek
Creeks are essential ecosystems as they ﬂush out the city’s waste and
eﬄuents into rivers, and ultimately, into the sea. However, these natural
systems of ﬂushing out waste are turning into waste troughs. They also
play host to a range of species of ﬂora and fauna. These urban corridors
of Mumbai’s rivers and creeks have the greatest potential to create a
liveable and climate resilient coastal city.
Given the importance and role of a healthy and clean creek in the urban
ecosystem, the goal of cleaning and maintaining the creeks should be a
clear and speciﬁc agenda of BMC.

●

Recognize the role of indigenous community
While the disproportionate impacts of climate change faced by the
vulnerable communities is recognized in policy, plans and by the
government, their role in providing solutions, and their participation in
decision-making is undermined.
The liveability of the oldest inhabitants and caretaker of creeks is closely
tied up with the liveability of the entire city of Mumbai. Therefore, in line
with Mumbai Climate Action Plan’s (MCAP) focus on inclusion and equity,
ensuring oﬃcial channels and platforms of participation to recognize
their centuries old knowledge and skills in driving solutions for climate
change is urgently required. Additionally, there is a need to recognize the
indigenous community as the caretakers of the creek.

●

Scaling-up and proper implementation of the Net Filters Installation
Regular cleaning and dredging of the creeks is crucial to enable tidal
water to maintain the creek ecosystem. The regular cleaning of creeks
will ensure that they continue to play a key role in reducing plastic waste
in natural systems, recharging and reducing salinity ingress in
groundwater, reducing micro plastic dissemination, controlling ﬂoods and
ﬁltering sediments.
To mitigate the ecological damage caused by untreated sewage that has
already been discharged into the creeks and continues to be discharged,
the successfully pilot-tested, community-proposed, simple and
cost-eﬀective solution of installing net ﬁlters needs to be scaled up to
cover the outlets of all the creeks in the city.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

●

Multi-stakeholder
collaboration
Creek conservation and maintenance is a multi-sectoral issue and
therefore requires collaboration and coordination of diﬀerent
stakeholders (viz., local communities, educational institutions, issue
experts, civil society groups) and government departments at city and
state level to truly champion the goal of a healthy, clean creek.
Appointment of an agency or committee of local ﬁshers will ensure end
to end management of the net ﬁlters as a local solution from installation
to collection and monitoring to evaluation. Involvement of the recycling
agencies or organizations shall help in sorting and processing the waste
making the solution a full-proof system.

●

Stringent
laws
for
sewage
disposal
Discharge of untreated sewage and industrial eﬄuents into the creeks
must be prevented. This can choke the mangroves and creeks leaving no
space
for
the
natural
tidal
phenomenon.
As part of MCGM’s eﬀorts to revive the creeks and stop solid waste from
entering the sea, the operational sewage treatment plants (STPs) in the
city must be upgraded to comply with the Central Pollution Control
Board’s (CPCB) discharge standards by providing primary, secondary and
tertiary treatment. The STP network also needs to be expanded wherever
necessary along with the system of sewer lines to serve the city’s
population equitably.

●

Reclassify
the
Nallahs
as
creeks
Usage of the term “Nallahs” to oﬃcially refer to creeks in the city reﬂects
the disregard for the Kolis and other indigenous communities, and the
natural water resources on which they are dependent. The site of the
installation, Kavtya Khadi (creek) is oﬃcially termed in civic records as
mogra
nallah
(drain).
Removing the term ‘nallahs’ to refer to creeks will be an important step
towards acknowledging the creeks as a precious ecological ecosystem
essential for the well-being of the city and people, and the indigenous
communities who are the original caretakers of these creeks.
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TESTIMONIALS BY EXPERTS

In the face of increasing pressure from climate change as well as other
environmental pressures in urban areas, it is vital that we move from concept to
implementation. The combination of social and technical approaches, while
being sensitive to local concerns is key when moving ahead. One such initiative
is trialed by Bombay 61 Studio through their net filter installation in Versova,
Mumbai. The implementation and learning from this experience will constitute
important lessons when finding locally embedded solutions to global problems.

- Hans Nicolai Adam, Research Scientist, Norwegian Institute for Water Research (NIVA)

It is imperative that we stop the flow of trash into our oceans. Citizens' initiatives
such as net filters will definitely help reduce the amount of plastics and floating
debris that are being discharged into our marine environment. Hopefully, with
the active participation of citizens, these net filters will also be repaired and
maintained. We need to spread this to as many places as possible.
Congratulations to Bombay 61 Studio and TAPESTRY for making this possible.
- Debi Goenka, Conservation Action Trust, CAT

The natural merger of blue and green which nurtured Versova Koliwada over
centuries has been incessantly ruptured by ruthless human-led environmental
destruction over the last few decades. It has brought a ‘drought’ of fish near the
coast and thus endangered the continued existence of Versova Koliwada. For
long a struggle by Kolis has ensued to bring back life to this seemingly
irreversible slow death. Over time various civil society groups have also
partnered with Kolis in their zeal to protect Koliwada from such continuous
battering. Bombay 61 Studio is one such grounded group of passionate
activist-scholars. Their consistent efforts to facilitate a community designed
conservation initiative in the form of ‘net-filters’ could prove to be a significant
input in the larger struggle of the Kolis to revive artisanal fishing, especially
around Versova creek.
- Dr. Alankar, The SARAI Programme at CSDS, Delhi University.
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TESTIMONIALS BY EXPERTS

The work in Versova Koliwada by Bombay 61 Studio has both, questioned the
praxis of architecture and added to it in terms of how architects can be agents of
transformation in uncertain and marginal environment. As the work shows that in
the end the homes of Kolis in a broader sense—including the land and sea
around it—is their place of work. It is their work—livelihood of fishing—that leads
to transformation as links to policy, access to markets, scale of value chain, and
transformative alliances come up. Not only local economy and ecology
change, but also the place, identity, well-being, and boundaries transform when
the Kolis take the lead. To Kolis, Bombay 61 Studio has revealed an otherwise
invisible architectural "transformation process", but more importantly to us all
who struggle to understand transformation to sustainability in the marginal
coastal metropolitan environment.
- Mihir R. Bhatt, All India Disaster Mitigation Institute

On the edge of the sea and the ‘Maximum City’ in Versova Koliwada,
marginalised and vulnerable fishers have been working with local urban
planning think tank Bombay 61 Studio and Tapestry researchers to address the
impacts of climate change, coastal infrastructure projects and human-induced
pollution. Through stakeholder workshops building on local knowledge and
experiences, especially of women, Kolis have identified risks to their immediate
environment and livelihoods and are working towards bottom up processes of
sustainable resource governance and urban planning. The newly installed net
filters emerged out of this process. They will hopefully go a long way in
enhancing local agency and resilience while restoring the health of the creek
and mangroves which are critical for fishing livelihoods that are gender just and
sustainable.
- Lyla Mehta, sociologist and Research Fellow with the Institute of Development Studies at
the University of Sussex, UK,Co-PI TAPESTRY project.

The net filters in the Versova Creek is one of our major interventions as part of the
pathways to transformation action research project of the TAPESTRY project.
Involving collaboration between diverse Mumbai-based partners led by Bombay
61 Studio and the youth from among Koli fishers in Versova, it represents an
excellent example of transdisciplinary co-production of knowledge by hybrid
alliances. We believe that this can be an excellent initiative for the MCAP to be
scaled up and out, and promise substantial benefits in terms of reducing plastic
pollution in Mumbai's water bodies, and reinstating livelihood options for
Mumbai's coastal fisher communities.
- Dr. Devnathan Parthasarathy, IIT Bombay- India Lead investigator for TAPESTRY project
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“Community is much more than belonging to
something; it's about doing something that
makes belonging matter.”

- Brian Solis

Bombay 61 Studio

TAPESTRY Project

Ministry of Mumbai’s Magic

